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Vous souhaitez éviter ceci…



Ou ceci…



Et c’est général…





think outside of the box...





Business

Technology

Human
values

(viable)

(feasibility)

(usability,desirability)



Stock your creative reservoir before you 
go fishing for ideas

Understand 
your customers

“Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration”
Thomas Edison



leave



Being empathic (observe)

step into someone else’s shoes



look through customers’ eyes

Being empathic (observe)



and ...defer judgment

Being empathic (observe)



The ability to step 
outside of 
yourself...

Being empathic (observe)

source Ideo



...and see the world 
as other people see it

Being empathic (observe)

source Ideo



Never stop asking open questions and challenge 
the status quo

Ask questions with the same
innocence as a child
+ 5 Why...
+ What if...
+ Why not...
+ How else can we do this...
+ How can we improve this...



Conduct interviews





Ideate





+ Censure

+ Quantity

+ Fou (Wild)

+ Demultiply

Brainstorming rules



Classify

and Vote





Develop

“What I hear, I forget
What I see, I remember
What I do, I understand”

Lao Tse

“Language is convincing
Seeing is believing
Touching is reality”

Alan Key



The Law of Failure

Most new ideas FAILS
…



The Law of Failure

Most new ideas fails

even if they are very well executed
…





Make sure you
are building 
The Right It 

before you build
It right. 



it
innovative
technology

startup idea to 
try





the pretotyping manifesto

innovators beat ideas
pretotypes beat productypes

data beats opinions 
doing beats talking

simple beats complex
now beats later

commitment beats committees
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Time invested

Don’t fall in love 
with your baby



Low�Fidelity High�Fidelity



Build to learn...



Build to learn and test all your hypothese..



Build to learn and test all your hypothese..

+



Build to learn...and iterate fast & cheap


